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Agenda 

 
•  Performance 

•  Compression 
•  SSD Wear Factor 

•  Agility 
•  Performance Improvements 
•  Ease of Management 
•  Use Cases 



Please select one of the following: 

(1) Insertion Performance 
(2) Query Performance 

TokuDB Performance 



Better Indexing Improves Performance 

 
•  High performance during INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE operations 



Better Indexing Improves Performance 

•  TokuDB® Fractal Tree® indexes change the game with huge 
insertion rates in scalable systems 

Insert 1 billion rows into a table 
maintaining three multi-column 
secondary indexes. 
Terminal rate (last 10MM rows): 
InnoDB®: 1609 inserts/sec 
TokuDB: 14,747 inserts/sec  
               

Indexed insertions 

More on how FT indexes  
work: http://goo.gl/Smu6H 
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Better Indexing Improves Performance 

 
•  TokuDB® uses Fractal Tree® technology: 

–  Internal nodes are similar to B-trees, but they also have message 
buffers 

–  Large block size (4M) enables better compression performance 
and range queries. 

–  Basement nodes support point queries  
–  Optimal I/O utilization: 

o  Reads: highly compressed data 
o  Writes: aggregation of multiple operations + high compression. 



Better Indexing Improves Performance 

 
•  MySQL’s hidden join when using secondary keys 
•  InnoDB 

–  Row data is stored by primary key (clustered) 
–  Secondary keys store primary key 
–  Lookups by secondary key actually require a “join” to retrieve the 

rest of the row 

•  TokuDB® allows secondary keys to be clustered 
–  Compression saves space, indexes are small 
–  All columns of the table are immediately available via secondary 

keys 



Improved Data Loader 

 
•  Traditional MySQL loader is single threaded and loads 

data via MySQL. 
•  TokuDB® loader creates Fractal Tree® Indexes directly 

and uses all available cores 
•  Index creation uses same technology 

LOAD	  DATA	  LOCAL	  INFILE	  …	  



Improved Data Loader 

•  Load time for 5000 warehouse TPC-C data 



Performant storage is expensive, I/Os 
aren’t free, and replication multiplies 

the costs. 

TokuDB Compression 



Compression Reduces Effective SSD Cost 

 
•  InnoDB: 2-4x compression 

–  Small block sizes used 
–  Fixed on-disk block size causes split /

recompress operations that further 
reduce performance 

•  TokuDB: 5x – 25x compression 
–  Larger block sizes allow better compression 
 

•  TokuDB compression doesn’t 
sacrifice performance 
–  InnoDB performance suffers when 

compression is enabled 
–  TokuDB compression is always enabled 



Even on Flash memory I/O has a cost 

TokuDB SSD Wear Factor 



Improved Life and Utilization for SSDs 

 
•  Reduced Write Wear 

–  B-trees write small blocks, resulting in 
more writes and increased wear  

–  Fractal Tree indexes write large blocks, 
reducing wear 

•  Better Utilization 
–  B-trees allow only 75% of capacity to be 

used: their smaller / more numerous 
writes make the Flash Translation Layer 
(FTL) a bottleneck 

–  Fractal Tree indexes allow 90% 
utilization because  they generate 
larger / fewer writes 

 

In Test:  
InnoDB avg block size 23k 

TokuDB avg block size 215k 
 



Compression Reduces Effective SSD Cost 

•  TokuDB Fractal Tree reduces I/O operations by a 
factor of 10x 

•  Compression is always on 
–  Compression factor of 10 è Cost reduction 

•  Reduced wear 
–  iiBench shows a factor of 17 in wear reduction 
–  If InnoDB would wear out a 256GB drive in 3 years … 
– … TokuDB would wear it out in 11 years 
–  See http://goo.gl/he1ED for calculation details 



Maintenance windows are a privilege, 
not a right 

TokuDB Agility 



TokuDB Agility 

Important Notice : Upcoming System Maintenance 

	

Please be aware that our service will be unavailable on 	


Saturday June 16 from 1:00am to 4:00am for maintenance.	


We apologize for the inconvenience.	




•  ALTER TABLE t1 ADD COLUMN c4 BIGINT; 

Agility at Scale: Hot Schema – Add a column 

•  InnoDB 
–  Lock existing table 
–  Create a new table 

using SELECT 
statement 

–  Rebuild indexes 
–  Can take hours or 

days on big tables 

•  TokuDB 
–  Create addcolumn() 

message and return 
immediately 

–  In the background, 
the new column is 
added to the rows 



•  CREATE INDEX key_c4 ON t1 (c4); 

Agility at Scale: Hot Schema – Add an index 

•  InnoDB 
–  Lock existing table 
–  Create the new index 
–  Can take hours or 

days on big tables 

•  TokuDB 
–  Creates index in the 

background 
–  Uses parallelized 

loader 
–  Index available when 

finished 
–  Follow progress with 

SHOW PROCESSLIST 



Agility at Scale: Hot Schema – Column Expansion 

•  Allows for Hot Column expansion 
•  Supported data types: 

–  CHAR 
–  INT 
–  VARCHAR 
–  VARBINARY 



•  SSDs minimize down time, it doesn’t eliminate it 

Agility at Scale: Hot Schema 

In Test:  InnoDB and TokuDB 
rate limited to 10k insertions/sec  

 



… now even faster than before 

Improved Performance 



Performance Improvements 

•  New in version 7.0 

•  Support Index Condition Pushdown 
•  In MariaDB 5.5, coming for MySQL 5.6 

•  Direct I/O 
•  Engine status information on the Information Schema 
•  Open Source 

•  http://github.com/tokutek 
•  IRC: #tokutek 
•  http://groups.google.com/group/tokudb-user 
•  http://groups.google.com/group/tokudb-dev 



Performance Improvements 

•  Improved in version 7.0 

•  In-memory load improvements 
•  Keeping up with InnoDB 

•  Read-only Transactions 
•  Read requests jump to the head of the queue 
•  Complies with MVCC semantics 



Your MySQL DBA* has better 
things to do 

 
* Assuming you found one 

TokuDB Management 



TokuDB Management – OLTP + OLAP 

•  “Hybrid” data implementations are the 
unfortunate compromise: 
–  1 database for OLTP, another for OLAP 

•  Usually because performance degrades as the 
database gets large 

•  Running a single TokuDB® database means 
more timely analytical information and less 
moving parts 
–  Real Time - OLAP 

“The real end game for Big Data is to have transactional 
and analytic data on the same database” 

David Floyer - Wikibon 



TokuDB Management – Fragmentation 

•  Over time, B-trees with small block sizes suffer 
from fragmentation 

•  Best solutions are dump/reload or “optimize 
table” 

•  Requires maintenance windows during which 
table is unavailable 

•  Fractal Tree® Indexes do not fragment 
–  4MB blocks vs. 16KB blocks in InnoDB 
–  Far less random IO for range queries 



TokuDB Management – Checkpoint & Recovery 

•  TokuDB® performs a checkpoint every 60 
seconds 
–  Cost of checkpoint work is reduced 
–  Also enables faster recovery time 
–  60 second time period is user definable 

•  Frequent checkpointing means less work 
–  Almost no impact on workload 

•  InnoDB’s fuzzy checkpointing can lead to long 
recovery times or periods of zero transactional 
throughput (forced flushing). 



TokuDB Management – Simplicity 

•  TokuDB® has far fewer configuration options 
than other storage engines 
–  TokuDB® = 21, InnoDB = 59 

•  All variables have sensible defaults 
•  We run our benchmarks with one or two 

adjustments 

•  Over 100 of status variables on 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA 
•  Facilitates monitoring 



TokuDB Management – Progress tracking 

•  “show processlist” 
•  Long running processes show accurate % 

complete 
–  Data loader 
–  Index creation  
 

> show processlist; 
+------+------+-----------+--------+---------+------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+ 
| Id   | User | Host      | db     | Command | Time | State                            | Info                                    | 
+------+------+-----------+--------+---------+------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+ 
| 1086 | root | localhost | sbtest | Query   |  169 | Loading of data about 16.0% done | create clustering index k on sbtest1(k) |  
+------+------+-----------+--------+---------+------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+ 
2 rows in set (0.00 sec) 



TokuDB®: Other Features 

File System 

MySQL Database 
SQL Processing, Query 

Optimization… 

Application 
•  64-bit Linux only 

–  Developed and tested on CentOS 5 and 
Ubuntu 

–  Other Linux distributions in production 

•  Well suited for Amazon EC2/EBS 
•  Windows/Mac development via 

Virtual Machines 
–  Beta Mac version available for testing 

purposes 

•  MySQL 5.5, and MariaDB 5.5 
–  Nightly MySQL 5.6 & MariaDB 10 builds 
–  Dropped support for MySQL 5.1 & 

MariaDB 5.2 



TokuDB Use Cases 



TokuDB Serves a Broad Target Market 

•  Social Networks 
–  Profile Technology (Advanced Search for Facebook) 
–  Evidenzia (P2P Network Monitoring) 

•  Management of Assets in the Cloud 
–  Limelight Networks (Agile Storage Offering) 
–  FictionPress (Millions of Pieces of Fiction)  

•  Dynamic eCommerce personalization 
–  KAYAK (Travel) 
–  Intent Media (Online Advertising)  

•  Logfile Analysis 
–  Jawa (Mobile Gaming) 
–  Limelight Networks (Daily Metrics) 

•  Wider Uses From New Customers 
–  Electronic Payment Solutions in Europe 
–  Worldwide Cargo Shipment and Tracking 
–  Online Influence Management 
–  Machine Data from Satellite Instrumentation 



TokuDB Use Case: Fiction Press 

•  FictionPress houses over 6 million works of fiction 
with interactive forums, reviews, and messaging. 

•  Issues 
–  Replication slaves could not keep up with master 
– MyISAM and InnoDB didn’t scale beyond 100 million 

rows 
–  Needed richer indexes (secondary clustering) 

•  TokuDB® solution 
–  Eliminated replication lag 
–  Predictable performance 
–  Cost savings, 8x reduction in disk space 



TokuDB Use Case: Profile Technology 

•  Profile Technology Ltd. creates social media 
applications (Facebook) 

•  Issues 
–  InnoDB insert speed limited crawlers (6 months/crawl) 
–  Crash recovery took service offline for over 30 hours 

•  TokuDB® solution 
–  80x improvement on crawler’s insertion rate (graph) 
–  Crash recovery in minutes 
–  Compression greatly reduced storage requirements 

with more/richer indexes 



TokuDB Use Case: Profile Technology 



TokuDB Use Case: Evidenzia 

•  Evidenzia tracks copyright infringements in 
peer-to-peer networks 

•  Issues 
–  IO utilization near 100% 
–  System maintenance windows for schema changes 
–  Poor query performance 

•  TokuDB® solution 
–  Significant reduction in IO (graph) 
–  Hot schema changes eliminated downtime 
–  Clustered secondary indexes improved queries 



TokuDB Use Case: Evidenzia 

•  TokuDB installed @ week 46 



TokuDB Use Case: SwRI 

•  SwRI archives an enormous amount of data 
generated by the Hot Plasma Composition 
Analyzer 

•  Issues 
–  InnoDB insert rate does not meet SLA over time 
–  Schema changes on large tables taking hours 
–  Unwieldy database size (limited hardware, backups)  

•  TokuDB® solution 
–  Far exceeds required insertion rate 
–  Hot schema changes eliminated downtime 
–  9x compression 



Customers and Analysts Speak Out 

“We don’t know how we could have 
gotten to our required scale and price 
points for our meta-directory 
components without TokuDB” 

“I measured an 80x improvement 
on our crawler’s insertion rate.” 

“Managing terabytes of data now is 
as easy as managing 50 gigabytes 
was at the beginning.” 

“We not only saved 70% in our storage 
requirements, but also dramatically cut 
the time to complete select statements, 
which went from executing in over an 
hour to just minutes.” 

“The growth of data, especially in real-
time Web 2.0 environments, can be a 
burden or an opportunity for new 
products and new revenue. MySQL users 
should consider TokuDB to increase 
agility, speed and scalability.” 

“Tokutek ensures MySQL can be used 
in environments that were previously 
limited to the largest of enterprise 
database vendors.” 



Additional Resources 

•  Downloads and Support 
–  http://www.tokutek.com/products/downloads/  

o  Need to register to get a login 
o  Tarballs offer either MySQL 5.5 or MariaDB 5.5 with TokuDB 

–  support@tokutek.com 

•  Additional Information 
–  http://www.tokutek.com/solutions/ 
–  http://www.tokutek.com/technology/  

•  Contact Information 
–  @tokutek on Twitter 
–  support@tokutek.com, @seattlegaucho on Twitter 




